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The Weber Cosmological Condition and Wesley Gravitation
J.P. Wesley

Abstract
Weber electrodynamics applied to gravitation, ‐Gmm’ replacing qq’, yields an inverseforce of
induction, the onlyforceproducedbythe distant masses in an infiniteuniformisotropic universe,
equaltoF = ‐madig/c2, which isNewton’ssecondlaw in conformitywithMach'sprinciple, if the
”Weber cosmological condition,” ¢0(Weher) = c2, is true. Wesleygravitation, which includes in
the source mass the mass equivalent of thegravitationalfieldenergy, p’ = ‐( i745)2/87th2,yields
the gravitational potential ¢0(Wesley) = 2c2 due to the distant masses in an infinite uniform
isotropic universe. Thefactor of two discrepancy with the Weber theory remains unexplained.
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1 . WEBER G R AV I TAT I O N
A number of authors‘H’l have applied Weber electrody‑

namics‘sl to gravitationby replacingthe charges qq’ with the
masses eGmm’. The gravitational potential energy Uis then
given by

U=_(_ammyl-_<dm (1)
R 2c

Where

R = r ‐ r ’ (2)

is the separation distance betweenmass m at r andmass m’
at r’.

From the time rate of change of the energy U for mass m
moving with the velocity v and the mass m' stationary,
where

dU __ . _ _ _ ~F, 3dt v l)

the Weber gravitational force on mass m becomes

Gmm’R v2 3(R .v)" R ~aF = ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ 1 + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ , 4( R3 )[ C2 2"sz CZ ( )

Where a is the acceleration of the mass m.
For a source mass density p’ the mass m’ may bereplaced

by p’dsr’, and (4) integrated over all space; thus,
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I I I R V2 3(R'V)2 R - a
F=_Gmld3rp(r)(Fich_’_ 2c2R2 +_c2_' (5)

Introducing the potentials

d3=Gj'd3r'p'(r')/R,
H=Gi d’r'p'(r')%,

' the force on m becomes

F v2 o (I) H H‐ - = 1 + ‐ - ‐ V < I > ~ v v - V ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + v ~ V ‘ ‐ + - V ‐ . 7m ( 2oz] ( )c2 as2 ( ) 2s2 (a )c2 ( )

The correctness of this result (7)maybe confirmedby simply
substituting (6) into (7) and performing the indicated
operations to obtain (5).

In aninfiniteuniformisotropicuniverse, the ”cosmological
principle," the potentials producedby the far masses cannot
vary from point to point locally. Consequently, all of the
terms in (7) involving differentiationwith respect to Vmust
vanish, and the force due to the far masses is then givenonly
by the third term on the right of (7), the inverse force of
induction; thus,

F(due to far masses) =‐ma9‐)zi. (8)
c

The force on aslowly movingmass m, where vz/c2 and a/c2
can beneglected,due to local source masses, is givenonlyby



the first term on the right of (7); thus,

F(due to local masses): mVCI) . (9)

If only gravitational forces act on the mass m, then, using
Newton's third law, or the postulate that the sum of all
forces, including the inertial reaction, on amaterial body is
zero/3) the net force, asgiven by (8) and (9), must bezero,
which gives V

q u D =magzo. I (10)
c

This result, (10), is simply Newton’s second lawfor abodyof
mass m acted on by a gravitational potential field <1) due to
localmasses, provided the ”Weber cosmological condition”
for the potential CD0 produced by the distant masses is
satisfied, namely

¢>O(Weber)=c2. (11)

This result, (10) and (11), confirms Mach’s principle, a
principle also recognizedbymostphysicists, that the inertial
force ma is produced by the gravitational action of the
distantmasses in the universe. (Mach’s assumption that the
action of the distant stars on the mass m is instantaneous is
rejected; asit may be assumed that all actionproceedswith
the finite velocity 6,and that the present (1)0field has become
established only after eons of past time.)
It may also benoted that theWeber gravitational theory,

yielding (10), also accounts for the singular equivalence
betweengravitational and inertial mass.
TheWeber theory is afundamental theory baseduponthe

interactionbetweentwo (slowly)movingbodies, charges, or
gravitating masses, which satisfies Newton’s third law an v
the conservation of energy. Its great success in electrod‑
namics indicates its validity and importance for gravitation
as well. The Weber theory predicts the correct result
for many experiments, where the Maxwell theory fails:
(1) Ampere’s bridge/(*8) (2) exploding current-carrying
wires/9’10) (3) Hering-Graneau submarine,l”‘”l
(4) Pappas‐Vaughan Z-shaped antenna,“4"5l (5) Hering’s
pump,“6'”l (6) localized unipolar induction“) (7) induced
back emf (theforce giving rise to Lenz’s lawand the forcema
for the case of gravity, but no t the Maxwell theory, which
violates Newton’s third law), and (8) the nonradiating
Bohr H‐atom. (The Weber theory, conserving energy,
does no t allow the moving electron in the ground state of
the Bohr H-atom to radiate. The Maxwell theory, which
does not conserve energy for the moving electron,
requires the electron to lose its energy and to spiral into the
nucleus.)
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The Weber theory has been extended to fast particles,
fields, and radiation.“9’2°l

2. WESLEY GRAVITATION‘ZI'”)
Introducing time retardationfor a finite velocity of action

c, the Poisson equation for the gravitational potential (I)
becomes the wave equation

82(1)VZCD‐W=‐4flGp (12)

for matter source density ,0. Considering classical wave
theory, ('12)may bemultipliedby afb/é’t to yield

8E 6C1)Vs¥ ‐= ‐4 6 ‐ , 1 3at ”p at ( )

where the energy flux Sand energy density E of the gravita‑
tional field are given by

S=muff/at],
IIG (14)

E=_[(Vct>)2+(ac1>/atc)’]
8/rG I

The quantity ‐ pa 13/61on the right of (13) is the rate that the
field does work on thematter per un i t volume; as ‐MDis the
energy of the matter in the field (I). In regions where the
matter density is zero, (13) is the equation of continuity,
indicating the conservationof the gravitational field energy.
Mass-energy equivalence may be regarded as a perfectly

general principle that is not restricted to the type of energy
involved; hence, introducing the mass equivalent of the field
energy,

- Bp 2 7 , (15)

as part of the source of the field, where E is given by the
second equation of (14), (12) may begeneralized to read

(act)mic)2
2c2 '

2 2

VZCD~aat$ =‐4nep+(~:%+ (16)

For the case of interest here, where p and (I) are no t
functions of time, anewpotential function ‘1’maybedefined
such that

(D=‐2c21n‘l’. (17)
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Equation( 16) thenreduces to the Helmholtzequation for ‘I’;
thus,

VZ‘P‐flZ‘P=O, (18)

where

W=27rfp‘ (19)
C

Considering the Green’s function

A(r,1-’) = Iii‐lsatisfying VZA = ‐47r6(r ‐ r'), (20)

anintegral equationfor ‘1’ that gives ‘1’ = 1and (I) = Owhen
p = 0 may beobtained by multiplying (20) by (‘I’ ‐ 1) and
(18) by A, subtracting, integrating over all space, and using
the divergence theorem, where n - [(‘1’ ‐ 1)VA ‐ AV‘I’]
vanishes on the sphere at infinity:

G d’r’p(r’)‘1’(r')‘F(r)=l‐(Ec‐sz‐‐‐‐‐‐. (21)
Ir‐r ’!

Since the integral term on the right of (21) involves the
small constant factor G/2c2, the gravitational potential from
(17) is given approximately by

d’r'PU'H’O")¢(r)=G( “ 4 | (22)

which reduces to Newtonian gravitation when ‘1' = 1.
For the contribution to (I) due to the far masses in the

universe,the case of interesthere, ‘1’ becomes the asymptotic
isotropic solution to (18) that remains finite for r e»noand
where l/flr can be neglected compared with unity; thus,

tr = 43"”, (23)

where the coefficient has been chosen unity sothat ‘1’ = l
and<I>=Owhenp=fl=O.

Substituting (23) into (22) then yields
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(137", I" e‐fir’
CD(r) = Gj If‐U:. (24)

r |

A cosmological constant ,6, (19), appears in this result, (24).
This parameter fl is a physical quantity derived from first
physical principles. It should not beconfusedwith the usual
mathematical parameter arbitrarily introduced to avoid
divergences for r ‐+ 0°.

The gravitational potential at the origin, r = 0, due to the
far masses in an infinite uniform isotropic universe (Do,may
be obtained from (24) and (19) for p(r ’) a constant and
d3r’ = 47:7"2dr’; thus,

(1)0(Wesley)=47erfr’dr’e'W =262, (25)

which is to be compared with the Weber cosmological
condition, (11).

Wesley gravitation provides many desirable features: (1)
It is based upon only one necessary assumption: the mass
equivalent of the gravitational field energy, p’ =
‐ (V(I>)2/8nGcz, is included as part of the source of the field.
(2) 1tpredicts gravity waves, (12), asatrivial consequence of
a finite velocity of action c. (3) It resolves Seeliger’sm)
paradox asa consequence of a finite potential (1)0, (25), due
to the distant masses in the universe, instead of the infinite
potential predicted by the Newtonian theory. (4) It permits
the existence of super massive bodies (black holes) that are
prohibited by other gravitational theories!“ (5) Finally, it
predicts areasonablevalue for the cosmologicalredshiftm'zz)
asa gravitational effect, instead of a Doppler shift due to an
impossible adhocexpandinguniverse.This redshift resolves
Olbers' paradox.

3. DISCUSSION
Apart from the factor of two difference, the two values of

the gravitational potential produced by the far mass in the
universe, (DO, that given by the Weber cosmological condi‑
tion, (11), and that givenby the Wesley theory, (25), are
both equal to the same universal constant £2. The gravita‑
tional potential due to the far masses in the universe,
according to boththeories, is independent of the characteris‑
tics of the distant universe, such asits mass-density )0. Only
the cosmological principle is assumed: an infinite uniform
isotropic universe. The present results thus tend to support
both theories, although the reason for the factor of two
difference still needs to be explained.

Received 19January 2000.
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\ Résumé
Quand I’e’lectrodynamz’quedeWeber, avec *Gmm’ remplacant 44’ est appliquée 61la gravitation,
et livre uneforce inverse d'inductz'on, la seuleforce produz'tes par les masses distantes dans un
univers infiniuniformeetisotopique,est égaledF = ~madin/c2, quiest Iadeuxiéme 101' deNewton,
enconformite’avec leprincipedeMach,si la ”conditiondeWeber cosmique", ¢0(Weber) = 6'2, est
vraz'e. Lagravitation deWesley, qui est incluedans la massesource la masseéquz'valentea l’e’nergie
duchampgravitationnel, p’ = ‐( 17¢)2/87nGc2,produz'tunpotentielgravitationnel ¢0(Wesley) ==
2oz, duauxmassesdistantesdans ununivers-infiniuniformeetisotopique. Lefacteur de2,quiest
en désaccordavec la the’orie deWeber,.reste inexplique’.
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